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A must read for lawyers and law students!It is not every day that the Prince of Darkness himself

writes a book. Inside the pages of this remarkable book, you will read Satan's wise and profound

counsel on topics as diverse as choosing evil as a path to power, the billable hour, how to steal

clients from your law firm, fashion, sex, and more.******************"There is no denying it, Satan has

the legal landscape dialed." -- Gabriel"Impressive book." -- John Milton"See? This is exactly what I

was talking about." -- William Blake******************Satan's Advice to Young Lawyers is a pithy

guide to your rise from lowly first-year associate to renowned leader of the legal community.Do not

let your competition have these secrets for themselves. Get the book now.******************This book

is also the perfect gift for your favorite law student or for someone who just passed the bar exam.

Even established lawyers can learn a lot from this book.
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I hate to say it, but Satan has some great advice to lawyers. I bought this for my attorney brother as

a Christmas present, and as I read it before Dec 25, I found myself thinking "is Satan going to make

my brother a better lawyer?" The advice in this book is hilarious, a bit Machiavellian, and while I



recommend this as a gift to young attorneys, please don't tell God about it!

Satan affirmed my faith. I'm eager to graduate law school this month & start my own practice.

Unsurprisingly, Satan's generous advice is well written & flawlessly delivered. Thanks to this book, I

have little doubt that I'll soon have my own minions to command.

A lawyer friend of mine recommended the book. He thought it might apply to my profession as a

consultant. Lovecraft clearly states that only young lawyers should read the book. I hate to

contradict Satan but I think this book will be useful to any young professional employed by a

consulting firm. The chapters about working in a firm, treatment of clients and how to dress are

especially helpful. Most young consultants have no clue how the business works but this book will

give them a leg up on their contemporaries.

I randomly found this book while searching on  about a month ago. Finally decided to buy it last

week. Admittedly, I didn't know what to expect with this book so I went in with an open mind. It is

written as if Satan himself is speaking. It's a little odd at first, but that awkwardness eventually

passes. The book is a quick read. I finished after two brief train rides to work. There is definitely

some truth and good pointers to takeaway, but there are also some laughing moments. I enjoyed it

and recommend to anyone looking for something different to read. It's not your average "do your

very best and you will succeed" book. Yes I am a young lawyer.

I bought this book for a friend for Secret Santa. He was a lawyer and he told me he actually read the

book and that it was good. I was surprised in that because I thought it was just another gift. I

borrowed the copy and it was actually a very interesting read. It had a unique style of comedy and

mixed with general cynical advice. Appeals to some people, and probably most lawyers, but may

not make everyone happy.

This Paperback â€“ October 7, 2014 by Aleister Lovecraft Esq is credited with a five-fold increase in

enrollment for students seeking a Christocentric Worldview of law especially that of canon and civil

law.Founded in 2013, SMITH CHAPEL BIBLE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW AND RELIGION

offers Christian Worldview interactive canon and civil law classes on a cutting-edge platform. The

prestige and academic acumen of a traditional legal education combined with the convenience of an

online format attracts highly accomplished students with diverse backgrounds.Satan's Advice to



Young Lawyers=a.k.a./Abra'HamDr. Abe Johnson, JUDChristâ€™s Kingdom Agenda[...]

I wish that I had read a book with this sage advice when I started my practice 22 years ago. Could

have jumped right to the chase and skipped many pitfalls, illusions,(delusions), and feeling

disappointed with my fellow lawyers that I trusted at a young age.It's a book with a simple, straight

forward message that can be read in an hour or so.

Recommended reading before you apply to law school, if you don't like this book don't go.
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